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Space Needs Committee
.

.

Disappointed By Cuts
by Carlos DelValle,

basics identified in the Space
Needs Report, and when it was
presented to the Space Needs
Committee the reaction was one
of shock.
The reaction was due to' the
fact that the Space Needs Committee report which identified the
space needs of the law school,
was considered.tobe a minimum
solution to the programmatic
needs of·the law school. Ross Altman noted that 'iany cuts that are
-being made in the program leave

SBA President
The
University
Facilities
Department (hereafter referred to.
as the Planners) presented the
first schematic design of the
proposed new law school to the
NLC's Space Needs Committee,
and the initial reaction was described as one of "disappointment."
Representing the University
were Assistant Treasurer Robert
Dickman, the Director of Facility

Students gather at Public Service Career Day last Thursday .. Coordinated by the Plac~ment Office.
.
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SBA .Will Reconsider Facalty
.CominitteeA.p. ~
no. Intme n ts...
r

were Dean Barron and the Space

.

. In

~::~

specific,

several

faculty

i~:~i~;~(e~~:~O~~th~~
. ::~:er~fw~~/i~~~~~~~dbe:~:~
child, Stevenson, Nash and West- priorities were cut out.: Stevenby WiUiam H. Schladt
•the ~anner in which the fii'styear .•president, Carlos Del Valle, who
on, and SBA representatives Ross son said that their priority list has
Student organizations rarely
electlOn.swereconducted..
..... will be revie~ng'aU
thl:apAltmanandBruceBarth..
'.
been thrown out the window.
stir· •much' .'controversy"while '....
. Fac"lty:Committee'~"""ri·;.·.,..,pIieations.c .·.·~,>~""..;.,,~> .•.,;;,c .. >;··'·~·The··.·· architectural 'flrm-1)f
. Rothschild poiniedout, that the·c~,,~
p er f'er m ing . Touti ne .'.ad.·· •<'
Appointments··':'··~:~··~_·· ·~·The~.controversy.-·:$urrounding «: Keyes; ,.Coiidoni'· "and. ··Florance.~.'Iarge.teadinB'rQ.orqin: the.'library ,
ministrative duties. This year, the
The SBAassembly
voted to the appointments began when an
originally presented a schematic had been cut out; Also eliminated
Student. Bar Association has
have the applications. for the applicant complained that the
design that satisfied all the space was the largeclassroom .(or 200
proved that there are .exceptions. . Faculty. Appointments
Com- decision to appoint
student
needs identified ...,by the. Space students. The jury roomand the
to that rule.
. mittee reconsidered in light of members to 'the Faculty .ApNeeds Committee; The original video room were eliminated from
The SBA assembly convened on alleged hnproprieties associated polntments Committee was made
plans were rejected by the Univer- the proposed moot court room.
Thursday, October Wfor
a with the original appointment without havingcotlducted
insityplanneras
being tooexpensThe second and third floor of
lengthy and heated session. Since decision. The students originally terviews, The application form
ive, Different
persons have Stockton were essentailly
left
the last full meeting, the SBA had
appointed will. remain as .tem-contained
a. specific provision
quoted the original price as being untouched
except
for
the
been criticized for the procedure porary appointmentsiuntll
the
,.
".
from S17 million to. S20million.
remodeling of two class rooms.
by which appointments
were SBA assembly has-ratified: new
The University Treasurer Charles (201 and 301). Space .for, the
made to facultycommitteesand
recommendations by .the SBA
Diehl said that the available price clinical center was reduced. In,
.
.
tag for the project is Sl4million.
"particular, student activities were

De·.qu·e·s'·s· ...f!IIU. a",·z··
,S·IA. III
'I .of,·on' ··.·.·.0. f .
· an' .·d·· ...D. ,'JiU·.'•f.lO· n..
N,·glt,

In order to satisfy the $14 million price tag the planners at the
. . . .
. '.
. ..' .
.
University made cuts in order to
0'
presumably satisfy as many of the
needs identified' in the Space
estimates,
all
night
students
are
"
dation
because
his
main
problem
Needs
Report asfaH Within the.
by Carlos Del Valle
currentJypaying
in.
excess
of
was
trying
to
erase
a
defICit
of
over'"
budget.
The law school was not
At the request of MarvinEIsSI00,OOOmoreper yearthandaY·.$2million
.•He also stated that he . consulted' regarding the cut of
tel', a 2nd year night student, and
"would Mt be making a finaldeclon behalf of all night students in . students.
,
A comparison with otherareasion
on the matter until January,
general, .the SBA. has requested ..
law schools shows that the Nat- when tuition decisions are made.
Dean Barron and William John~
. iona) Law Center is the only one
FoUowing the talks with Barron
son, GW'sDirector of Planning
with such a large disparity be- and Johnson, there was a strategy
and Budget, to equalize rates,between night and day tuition. At meeting at the SBA attended by
tween night and ~y students. .
American University Law School,' Sam Schaen (Evening-Vice-presiA study conducted by Elstetrenight students pay 3010more than
dent), Susan Ellis (Evening
veals that night students pay day students. At CatholicUniverrepresentative), Elster and Del-.
by William H. Schladt
almost 13010more per credit-hour
snyLaw School night students . Valle. Those present were disA white-hooded figure, identithan do day studentS. For exam- pay pilly Il1fo more. At George-turbed
by the fact that Johnson
fied as Mister X, stood before
pie, tbroughoutthis current year,
town Law SchOol, night students
did not make a commitment to kIieg Iightson the fourth floor of
night students are paying S18S per pay 40101e.s:s
than day stUdents.
undo the disparity, thus leaving the library and stated that some
credit-hour. If the day tuition was
'. Marvin Elster talked and wrote
the door open for the perpet~ Washington
area restaurants
apportioned on a credit-hourIY to Dean Barron in early Sept ern- uation of the economic discrimi~ arbitrarily enforce their dress
basis, day studentS come out pay- ber regarding the disparity. Last
nation between night and day stu- code. The former waiter at one of
ing paying only SI64.28 per. week, Elster asked the SBA to
dents. Since 1m institutional
the top area restaurants wore thl:
. credit-hour.
This means that undertake· the issue on beh~lf of. diplomatic solution proved incon- hood to "shield his identity and
night students pay almost sil per aU night students.
clusive, it was decided to inform protect him against retaliation,"
credit-hour more than day.stuSBA President Del Valle then
all night studeats about the Dramatics
shaped the press
dents. Over .the 84 hours needed met with Dean Barron, who
serious economic inequity in the conference
announcing
that
to graduate, night students would informed him that he had written
current fiscal arrangements.
students in Professor Banzhaf's
end up paying, at current rates, a recommendation to Mr. JohnAs the matter now stands, the legal activism class had filed suit
SI,74O more for the same educa- son,' Director of the Budget,
SBA, on behalf of all night stu- in Superior Court on November
tion that day students receive. requesting that any future law
dents, has sent a letter to Barron 13 alleging that several posh
Expected increases for the next school tuition increase not be and Johnson formally requesting Washington
restaurants
had
two years show that the disparity applied to night students until the
the elimination of the tuition dis- violated the D.C. Human Rights
is widening. For the year 1981- disparity is eliminated. Del Valle
parity to be effective this coming Act by requiring men - but not
1982 night students are expected th~n talked to Johnson. Johnson
spring 1981 semester. !twas
women - to wear jackets while
to pay S1,920 more than day stu- said he was aware of the problem,
agreed ~o await an official res- eating.
dents for 84 credit-hpurs. For the . bU~could not commit himself to , ponse to this letter before under. Eva I. Booker,. Wayne Kaplan,
, ... sear. J98.Z~1?U~.~~I.~(K~
JlI. 'p!J~.:;~~d.e:.'~: !~e :~a~'f.t:e~9~rp~n.~· :: )ak{ri',&(~rt~~r, ~stioq" , , .: ."
and· Gil .Karson have. clJallenged l

hurt. An office,conference room
and lunch room for students were
eliminated and the student lounge
was reduced in size.
, .'
Said Altman:·" I don't see it '.
solving the most critical needs and

J;~
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Restaurants Sued

by GW Law Students

i

•

lhedress code requirements of
four downtown restaurants including The Prime Rib,. San~
. Souci,i1
Giardino,
and Ie
Provencal. The action is based on
the broadest Human Rights Act
in the country. The D.C., Act
. prohibits discriminatory practice
based on "race, color, religion;
national origin, sex, age,marital
status,
personal .appearance,
sexual
orientation,
family
responsibilities,
physical handicap, matriculation,
political
affiliation, source of income, or
piace of residence or business. "
In conducting an investigation
'ofarea
restaurants,
students
targeted eight area restaurants'
which had dress code requirements. A man and a women
dressed identically in dress shirt
I. I .;',;
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Letter:

editorial

Law Review' Selection Process

NLC Improvements
Developing a reasonable plan for improvement of facilities
should be the highest priority for the National Law Center at this
time. If budgetary restraints require cuts, those cuts must be made
by the Space Needs Committee of the law school in order to ensure
that the new facilities include the space requirements most needed.
, Design and construction is not within the scope or expertise of the
Space Needs Committee. Space allocation, however, is the specific
task the committee was formed to accomplish. The time is now for
that committee to perform its task.
'
The Space Needs Committee must be allowed to consult with the
architects and determine how limited funds may best be utllized.,
Universjty planners cannot be the sole arbiters ofthis essential decision. '
'

'''Student

Conduct and' the:SBA

. The recent SBA meeting included the discussion of a highly.sensilive issue "- the conduct of an SBA member in both his personal and,
'official' capacity. The Advocate has been 'Criticized for the reporting
of the incident that called into question the propriety of the actions
of the SBATreasurer.
One of the most difficult aspects of reporting the news is facing
the task of having to print an article that will hurt:the feelings of
someone you know. The most unique and sinister form of bias is the
bias that results from not reporting a newsworthy event. This form'
of bias can never be rectified. Problems and incidents that are left
unreported simply churn and generate rumors. Goodor bad; the
news must be reported.
Whether or not his words could be interpreted as a threat, SBA
TreasurerJoey Hoffman was trying to convince two SBA candidates not to air their greivences in The.Advocate. No SBA member
should be in the position of attempting to cover up problems associated with an SBA activity.
'
The Advocate had no knowledge of the problems associated with
the first year election in section '14 until the Friday deadline before
last issue. The election had been held a full two and a half weeks
before any reporter knew there was a problem. The Advocate had to
wait until one of the candidates delivered a letter to the editor
complaining about the procedure of the election.
-,-Qn_theM()ntiay~ef()re
the last issue came out, SBA president
Carlos Del Valle decided to ask'JoeyHoffmanfor-'hisresignation.
Joey Hoffman refused to resign and insisted that the incident 'was
just a misunderstanding. The two candidates had a meeting with Del
Valle and Hoffman and the four decided that it was unnecessary for
Hoffman to resign.
,
The SBA president wanted to have the two candidates withdraw
their letters from The Advocate -:An article written by the SBA and
" approved- by the candidates would be substituted. The Advocate
refused to consider this proposition, As a compromise, the candidates asked that reference to the individual SBA representatives be
removed from the letters. The Advocate grudgingly obliged. the
authors.
"
Manipulation of the press cannot be condoned. The SBA president surely did not intend to commit any impropriety. To put things
in the best light seemed to be his only motive. The SBA must remember that, although The Advocate is not and should not be at odds
. with the SBA, The Advocate is the student newspaper' of the National Law Center.
.
..
.
.'
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Basement, Bacon Hall
2j)OO H Street, N.W•
,Washington, D.C. 20052'
, Tel. (2~2~676-7325
William H. Scbladt
Editor in Chief
Rlcbard Owens
Am EdItor

Staff: Bob Claude, Peter Duncan, George Maschmeyer, William
K. Mey~rs, Steve O'Brien, Michael David Rips,Jlob Schlossberg, Ench Schwartz, Scott Smeal, Rhonda Wilson-Rice Lou
Zarfas
'
'
,
Contributors: Prof. John Banzhaf, Dean Jerome Barron, Kim
B~oodw,orth, C~rlos' Del Valle. Thomas Hennrikus, David
LieboWItz, Manlyn Parks, Debbie Peterson Steve Pontell
Kenneth Rivkin, Prof. Russell Stevenson'
,

The

opinions expressed herein are not necessarily tbose of the
Advocate Editorial Board, the Nadon •• Law Center,or George
Wuhlnaton University.
EnUre contents copyrlaht@1980the Advocate

law journals. Membership on the
main Law Review is offered to the
entire top seven per cent of the
first-year class. The top fifteen
per cent is offered a place on one
of the four publications. The rest
of the student body may participate in a writing competition that
determines the remainder of the
membership.
The fact is that, for better or
for worse, a lawyer's future is
largely dependent upon whether
he or she has had experience on a
law journal. For example, a person seeking a judicial clerkship
(as I am) seems to be all but foreclosed from federal courts or state
appellate courts without such credentials. It is also a fact that OW
gives academic credit for Law Review and Journal participation
and lends its name to these enterprises.
It is not difficult to see that the
interests of the editors of law
school publications are in some
way diametrically opposed to
those of the student body: The
editors want a staff to be chosen
in a relatively simple manner, and
want it trained quickly. The student body, on the other hand,
wants a selection procedure that
,gives each individual several
opportunities to be chosen.
In light of all these factors, I
propose that the method of selection be determined by the faculty,
The selection process itself should
then be performed by the editors.
Aggrieved students like myself,
_~~use of the importance of publicatioii--Cxl'erience;"should have
some sort of recourse if they are
convinced that they have been
treated unfairly.
Let us hope that I am the last
GW law student to believe that he
or she has had his or her future injured arbitrarily, with access to
no appeal process short of a lawsuit.
Yours truly,
Audrey H. Liebross
Class of 1981

" VITA~Seeks, Volunteers
'
s

by Marilyn Park
The .Volunteer Income, Tax
Assistance Program (VITA) will'
- be offered again this year and
seeks volunteers to assist low-in.
come and elderly persons in com.pleting their tax returns. Last year
this IRS-sponsored program, (one
agency surejo be around after
January) offered free help to over
a hundred taxpayers, including

m!Jt~bul1tatt"

David Danaer
Maaapaa EdItor

Finally,
Judge
Henry
To the Editor:
would like you to include a
I have considered writing this
brief discussion on the per
letter for over a year-s-rever since
se illegality of collective
the class of 1981 competed for
boycotts. " (Emphasis in:
places on the Law Review and
original).
Journal. The conviction that the
Though a phone number was
general reaction would be that I
given for questions that arose,it.
.was a crank stopped me. Howdid not occur to me to call. To
ever, now that this school is in the
me, the directions were not ambiprocess of .deciding whether the
guous. I had no doubt that a speadministrative operations of the
cial format was to be used.
Law Review should be changed,' I
After the Law Review and
feel compelled to speak out.
Journal lists were published, I
My first-year class rank was
talked at length with two Law Refifth out of a section of eighty. I
view editors, Jim Rubinger and
believe that I write well and can
Armand-Durastanti, who told me
organize my thoughts in a logical
that a standard legal memo had
manner. In short, I was a prime
been expected. Upon hearing that
candidate for a position on the
Law Review. However, I. was reo, the instructions had led me
jected. I attempted to' find .out astray, they promised to rewrite
why, but James' Rubinger, then, them for the next competition. (I
have been told that they have been.
editor-in-chief, told me that no
,
one would be allowed to see the - slightly improved.)
scoring of his/her entry. Thus, I
After talking to other students,
can only speculate on what went a pattern emerged. Many of those
wrong. However,I am quite cer- who were rejected from both pubtain that I have figured it out.
lications had been misled as I had
The instruction' sheet for the been. Almost all of those accepted
competition led me to believe that
told me thai they had ignored the
entries were to use an unusual forinstruction sheet.
mat and, not that.oLthestandard
I asked Jim Rubinger why
memo that we had all grown to other schools give students sever"love" in Legal Research. My be- alchances to compete while GW
lief stemmed from the inclusion , grants, only.one. He told me that ,
of a list of questions that were to the OW editors prefer having new
be answered in each entry-a list people join the staff only once a
that nowhere asked, "whatis the year, so that they can train them
state of the law?" I quote from
before the fall semester begins.
the first paragraph or the instrucI took my tale of woe to Dean
, tion sheet:
Barron, who told me that, be"Write a memorandum to
cause he.values the First Amendlhe jUdgepreparing-himr or
ment.; he doesn't _want Jal:llJty ,
ORAL ARGUMENT. Tell
members telling the editors what ':
him what the case is about.
to do.
'
What are the major issues?
I, too, am very 'much a propoAre there weaknesses in the
nent of the First Amendment. I
district court opinion? If
would oppose any faculty effort
so, what are they? Does the
to dictate editorial content of the
court decision follow or
Law Review or Journal. Howconflict with prior courts?
ever, I believe that whether one
Can arty existing conflicts
~ec~mes a member of either pubbe resolved?' If not, what
Iication 'has .nothing to do with
issues of policy can and
one's freedom of expression once
should the court consider in
he or she is a member.
reaching its final ruling?
At Georgetown; there, are four

Vietnamese, Spanish
akin
'
.'
and deaf clients The pe
~, have ~n
hel~;
2) clinical
VITA program'
NdCLs opportumty for chent contact; 3)
was operate at a a sho t tr ' .
f
'I' '
number of sites includin th
.
r a~nmg c~urse ami ianzschool homes of s '. g .. e law mg one With baSIC tax coJ1t:epts;
and o~r Comm 'te":.-or ~ltJz~n~, and 4) the chance to acquire restorefront in Anum Yf ega Clinic
sume quality work experience
Participationacos/a.
'd'
through, a. short-term, managevolunteer with a D\im~vI e;. the a.ble ~~mmitment. [always a confits' 1) knowim
er 0 bene- sideration]
pa; for com~per~ors un~ble to
. It is hOJ?Cdthat last year's partiercia assistance
cipants will return. Your expert, ence will be extremely valuable.
All interested persons should
attend the first training session,
There will probably be two or
medium size firm
three, each offered in the evenings
,Each will mak; a short
at
times convenient to both night
tation on how they got th~ie~e~and day stUdents. A refresher
what their PartiCUlar typ f JO ,
tice is, like what the ' eo prac· ,course will be offered for last
year's participants. More inforwhat they :"'ish, they ~~a~Ydo,
mation will be posted at the bewhen, they were in school n:;n
ginning of next semester. If you
the, practice of law and ti as ut
n
have any, questions or would like
how to get jobs in their Pfi
to get involved at this time with
Afterwards you will h Ie d.
administrative
matters (also a
chance to ask questions a~, a
experience),
and cheese will be served'
IDe very rewarding
please contact Marilyn Park at
To encourage inform~1 di
Slon and individual"
~cuS'- 265-0006 or leave a note in the
VITA Mailbox in the SBA office
participation
wI'll beqUI~t~ons,
',Imlted
'Please sign up in PI
. '(Bacon 301) or my mailbox in the
Community Legal Clinic (Bacon
OfficebYNovember21,1;~~ent
101).
'

Graduates Speak
The ,Placement Office and the
Law Alum!1i Office present a
monthly senes of discussions with
re;ent graduates to provide you
With an opportunity to: 1), talk
about job hunting with those who
have been through it and 2) find
out ~bout what the day to day
practice ~f law is really all about.
The first of the series will be
November 24th from 6:00 to 8:00
p.m. at the Marvin Center in
Room ~1O. The speakers will be,
,an ASSistant US Attorney, an
attorney from the Food and Drug
'..'
Ad mlnJstratlon,
an associate in a
small firm and a partner in a

t

P.,e three,
Letter:

Response to Electoral Snafu

To the Editor:'
--" .
In recent weeksthe 'SBA has
been criticized for some of the
decisions we have made this fall. I
would like to take, this Opportunity to respond to these criticisms.
To begin with; I believe that the

effectively serve the. students in of the SBA), let \Is bear from you.
section fourteen, as win all of our . If at all possible,'we promise a
response will be posted in adesigfirst year representatives.
nated area within a week.'
Carlos dealt with the committee
To be truly effective as the
appointments issue at the SBA
meeting, by introducing a resolu- representative of the students at
tion that will give the entire NLC. we must bave your con- '
student body more of a voice in structive criticism and comments.
this selection procedure. I simply If we believe a procedure is unfair
.
wish to add to my concurrence to or has not been correctly followed, I know we will change the
thi::~~~~t~~g the procedure for inequitable procedure. In the,
three psychologically tested techThe third method of achieving.· selecting persons to represent the past. the suggestion box luis not
by David Leibowitz
niques.
. . deep. relaxation that he will teach
student opinion on the commit- been as effective as we wished;
The first technique, docU-. is the use or imagery. This 'tee, the assembly is faced with law students are busy people. and
The constant pressure that Law mented in 1939by E. Jacobson, is method involves creating a posi-" anotherproblelJl=we mustr~ise
tfind it diffiC11ltto have time for
students are under can affect their Progressive Muscle RelaxatIon. ·tivcfiirtage·of the tension created
our· constitution.
Like, many' Iother activities. However, the
performance on examinations., This is a system of learning how by an anxiety arousing situation.
organizations, we sometimes find 'entering class has impressed the
This pressure, especially felt by to relax muscles by repeated ten-. Or more simply, Dr. Wiggers will ourselves relying on the rules and upper class students as :being a
first year students, is turned into sion and relaxation of individual' teach students to use the power of traditions of past administrations
group of persons both well aware
tension and anxiety. Therefore,
muscle groups.
positive thinking.
•
for no better reason that "that's
the problems and concerns of
effective methods of dealing with
The next method is the' RelaxThese sessions will be held on the way it has always been done."
NLC and ready to deal witb these
this anxiety become necessary for ationResponse
popularized by Tuesday evenings, November 18 We must remember that contin- problems and concerns bead on! I '
the students to reach their full. Herbert Benson is his 1975 best-to
December 9, from 8:00 p.m, to' uityis important, but we must not find this a most encouraging sign;
potential: One of the best meth- seller The Relaxation Response .. 9:30 p.m. in the Law Library,
be unresponsive or inflexible to and maybe their enthusiasm will
, encourage all the NLC students to
ods is simply learning to relax. .
Thisrelaxation method is similar
room 403. Although sign-ups are problems that arise.
That is why Dr. T. Thorne Wig- to Transcendental Meditation.
not' required, they would be
To this end, the SBA -has in- work with the SBA to make tbe
NLC not only a good law school
gers, Coordinator of Outreach at However, instead of using a man~. appreciated. Call the Counseling
stalled a suggestion box inStockthe G.W. Counseling Center, is tra (a key word in the TM pro- Center at 676-6550 to sign up.
ton Hall lounge (coffee co-op). in terms 6f academic endeavors,
leading a program entitled Rele»:
cess) a distractor word is used in
The sessions are designed so Although it's hard for me to . but an excellent law school witb
ation Preparation for Law Exams. . the Relaxation Response. By students can come to only one or
imagine law students being timid regard to the interactions of the
At the program, Dr. Wiggers will becoming aware of breathing and attend regularly. However, regu- about anything, if you have a students, one with another.
work on breaking down the repeated use of this .dlstractor it lar attendance will.enable the stu- complaint or a question about
Kimberly Bloodworth
physiological components of ten- ... becomespossible
to elimiIiate ... denttopractice these techniques.,.anything. involvingNLC(inclu-·
sion: To do this ,he w11lrely ·on anxious or tense thou~hts.'
privately in the future:
','
ding but notlimited to the actions
Day Vice-President
decision regarding the election of
a .representative from section
fourteen was a decision that at the
time seemed to be the most viable
choice. At the time, and in retrospect, this action does not nest
well with me. Due to time constraints that we believed to be in

effect, several decisions had to be
'made quickly. On behalf of the
SBA,I wish to offer an apology
to the students in section 14 for
the confusion.
.
I believe that Ron Z. will be
able to rise above these unfortunate circumstances and will

Counseling Center Sponsors Relaxation Group

Letter:

SBACriticizes Advocate Coverage

To the Editor'

main'
accomplishment.v
:th~' used in tlle:lasl issue was a super- our school.
able to emphasliif our own'
formation
of Ii Placement.
flous remark used as sensational-.; ! I do not really think that' the' priorities: At the very least, I
-I· write this. Jetter on behalf of : Committee, t()',iIrtprO.vethe ,:~~~,::, istic ".dri,~~I.."J~e, .~~A,'.is' " ail coverageImbalanceT perCeive'in '••think it 'is.oD.!yfaiLthatQn behalf
aU-the 'students' involved inSHA': vices 'of the Placement Orflce." orgamzat!ono(
- students, .C<lW- the :AdvOCate' is.:
coilS-dou's"', or"the organization I coordinate,
activities to objeet to the uneven-' and despite 'rePeai~ r~uests s , the'~ mitted to improving the-quality of editoritll bias on the part of the· of the students who parricipate in
ness
the Advocate's coverage' Advocate' has not 'editorialiied" 'education
and the academic
editor. If front page headlines are it, ilDd of thestudent body we all
of SBA'activities. For example, iIi once regarding anSBA concern,
environment at the' law-school.
any jndication, it looks like Will seek to represent, thatl publically
the last issue 'of the paPer'; eon:' focUsing instead on such JawThe people involved have the Schladt is not only the editor. but
request a more balanced coverage
cunent with two articles critical school concerns as the Anderson
constraints of time and people also the only reporter covering the of SBA activities and concerns. .
of the SBA. were two other front candidacy. arid successorship at
power that affect all students. At daily beat. and I suggest his
. Sincerely
page features (The Bob Wood- the Program Board.
any given time we will make an layout decisions are affected by
Carlos Del Valle
ward lecture and the Michael
Editorial
balance
in' the
enor in judgement. and when we the same time. and personel
SBA President
Cooley Memorial Run) in which coverage of news is a responsibi~. have done so we have always been :constraints that affectus all. But
the 'editor "forgot" to mention Iity. of '{he Advocate because ie' more than willing to ackriowledge it seems obVious that the editorial
that they were sponsored by the represents, the main source of it and publish a response as to priorities of the Advocate do not
SBA. As of this year. The Ad- news dissemination in the law~ how we are going' to "correct" it. .coincide with 'the priorities .of the
Editors note - The Advocate is
vocate has not sent a single ,school. I'm particularly con- But I don't think any person in SBA agenda. I do nOt wan( the pleased to hear that someone has
the
editorial
this organization can be faulted
r,eporter to cover the SBA cerned . that
Advocate to become' the SBA's consistently read th e newspaper in
for lacking commitment in their
meetings and, in cog.trast to the tliscretion embodied in one person
newsletter, nor to invade the order to notice some bias in
practice of the previous editor; can be used irresponsibly to taint <:ffort to service and represent
editorial discretion of the editor,
reporting. Criticism and comment
none of the SBA minutes we have the whole public image of a . studentsinafairway: On the con- but I think it is important that the is alw4Ys welcome. The· Adstudent organization committed ,trary. I regret that I often cannot Advocate provide the SBA. fair vocate fully supports the SBA in
sent to the Advocate 'have
or reward
the 'coverage. Perhaps, if we had an its endevours. The editor, howreceived front page coverage. to . servicing and, representing acknowledge
None of the issues this year have students. In particular. I think ' anonymous and altruistic work of editorial section akin to the ever, stands by h is editorial de- ,
given front page coverage to our that the insinuation of nespotism numerous students on· behalf of ,':'Dean's Corner." we would be cis;ons.
,
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SBAMeetingAddresse~Proble~

if they made too much of the
Michael Gi~berg
explamed
roblems connected with the ·that the ~
.dlff~ence between
PI ti
the two situations IS that one was
stating that all applicants would
e ec Ion.
.
I
al t'
d
Before discussing the matter In .: pure Y a person
ac Ion an the
be interviewed.
.
d
tail
.
Clarence
Norman
moved
other
involved
conduct
related
to
At the SBA .meeting, the
t~at I the assembly hold a closed his capacity as an SBA officer.
aggrieved applicant,
Michael
session to discuss the matter. S~A
Clarence !"l0r~an stated, "The
Rips, asked SBA representative
president Carlos Del Valle said,
real question Involv.es what the
Clarence Norman to submit a
."I wouldn't mind airing our dirty .standard of con.duct ISfor a~ SBA
resolution ..to revoke the apunderwear." .
member offiCl~ly and In a
pointments and have the apThe Advocate editor William
personal capacity," The SBA
plications
considered
by a
committee independent of the
Schladt said, "In the first place,
went on to other business.
SBA. Speaking in defense of the
the question is moot since I
ProperConductjor
motion, Michael Rips said, "This
already know. the name of. the
Faculty.
motion is to rectify a particular
individual and what is going to be
A first year representative
improper procedure.:". . The
discussed. In the second place, I brought up the subject of the
motion simply calls for vrecon. object to the SBA holding a juggling of students to avoid the
sideration of the ·originalapclosed session."
inclusion of blacks in Professor
plications."
.'
Thereafter Norman withdrew
Starrs classes. The student wanted
.One SBA rep. pointed out that
the motio~
and discussion
to know why the administration
the
motion
may . be. un-·d*.~
continued.
had
settled
into
this acconstitutional.' the motion called
TheSBXassembly
shuffles papers..>;. '. , .
.' 'Joey Hoffman explained the
cOmnxldation of this professor's
for an independentbody to make
.1
.• " '.
~ ."
•. '
incident. "I can ten you, having
prejudice.
the' appointments. Artic~e Ill',
.,
·fi·I'"I'··'
com'm I:ttee·s·.··
Up''on. ex am···I·n·a·u·o·n·
been
the
one
accused,
they
(the
~
An undercurrent of allegations
Section 303 oftIie
SBA conphotocopied from' the iles.t ItIs
.
stitution
provides
that the not written in the cOlistitution.";
of the docl1ment~ it was found candidates) both would say that it . against Professor Starrs has long
But, . been a part of rust year orienpresident shall appoint members
SBA . representative
Carla
that adoption ()f the proposal was a misunderstanding.
according to one sensationalistic
tation. The policy set down by
of committees with the advise and Friend poirited'Qut,"Part
of the would . require, constitutional
newspaper writer, a threat was
Dean Potts is that since some
consent of, a' majority 'of the problem was not only that (Rips) ammendment, The proposal-was,
.
.
people believe that he is not fair,
voting assembly.
.
was not interviewed. The other therefore, referred to a special made."
.. Carlos Del Valle explained that
it would not be fair to force them
Soon thereafter, the motion problem is the other requirement
constitutional committee.
was amended to read liS. follows;. you ,(Del Valle) have put on it. 'The
reforms basically would CathyTaub had come to him and . to endure this class, according to
Clarence Norman. Therefore, the
"Resolved that the' SBA ap- You cannot· just add ,extra 'bifurcate the committee selection Complained that Hoffman had
school offers the opportunity to
pointments to the Committee of requirements."
process. ···Committees deemed threatened her with repercussions
request transfer out of his classes.
Faculty Recruitment,
Hiring,
Carlos Del Valle said in defense "polic'Y'.' committees .. 'would if she made too much out of the
The evidence of prejudice by
Appointment,
Tenure,
and
that the application specifically 'involve major policy . decisions. situation. Cathy Taub and Paul
Professor Starrs has never been
Promotion be deemed temporary
stated that past work in student
These committees would include Spina had been in the library at
appointments and,. the original activities would be one criteria for .any committee composed of both the time of the incident discussing - fully substantiated; although one
student said that there is some
applications-to -this committee be consideration.
faculty Or' administrators 'imd letters that each planned to write
to The Advocate. Del Valle soon.L'evfdence
that.
blacks
and
submitted
for. proper' con-.
. Michael Rips then stated, "You
students.
An Appointments
to .. minorities receive lower grades
sideration."
go a bit beyond that when you
Committee composedof the SBA thereafter asked Hoffman
'.
than. other students ., The SBA
This final version of . the' ; force people to go through the presidentand two members of-the submit his resignation.
'''lIbffman' id'usedto;ubinifIus'
took' no"formal'action
in, the
resolution was passed by a vote of . ranks of. the SBA. ~~A should 's,BA body~ould
make' .the 'ap13 in favor, 1 against, anll 1 not be a sme qua non.
,pointment.·
of ·stua~'nts,:. to iesigiil1ii9ti··tiecaus~.he "felt".that
is~tie~.':., :~:'T'
',; -: ',~"
.
abstention.
'A number of SBA reps ex~ ·"··p'olicY",~'.coirim'itte~s. _ "ApihC; Whole situation' was' 'only'
CommenCement SJ*a!fer' ..
. Hoffriiart
; 'Jusii~e R'ehnquisthas' decliiied
During the course'· of. the ,prC$sedconcern over disrupting J~~intmellis~~ould.' lhe~: .~eI sub- . misunderstanding.
,discussion of the motion SBA the functions of an operating .mltted for ratlficatlpn l?Y th;e SBA ~xl'lained ilt'the'SBAlneeting that
'ari:offet .to speak'lit: 'th~ 'cpmpresident Carlos Del Vaile ex- committee. As one rep. said "A assembly.
. . ...
'."
what he had 'said" was "things
'ntencemenf' ceremonies' for the
plained the circumstances leading prospective solution .would be . A ministeriill committee would would not look good' for' you
law' school, Carlos 'Del Valle
reported. Dean Barron has ofup to his decision on the ap" be~~.". .'
be defined as one which would be around school." Hoffman said
pointments. According. to ,Del
It IS Important that persons responsible for· undertaking the that he meant that the candidates
fered to invite Justice Brennan to
Valle three years ago an SBA aggrieved by this body be administrative duties of theSBA
would look like sore losers. The
speak for the law school. The
rep., 'Bob Krackle, ;et up a satisfied," stated Michael Rips.
such as locker allocation com- candidates agreed that it would be 'SBA assembly voted to· approve
procedurewhc:reby
applicants
The solution arrived at was to, men.cement, and orientation.
unnecessary for him to resign.
the invitation of Justice Brennan
would be~i tervlewed. When. change the language' of the~·· Kim Bloodworth, SBA Day
Clarence Norman pressed the
pending approval of the choice by
appointment
were considered original
resolution
from
Vice-President,
mov!Cd
to issue .. Joey Hoffman had been
the Commencement Committee.
this year,. I Valle simply copied : providing that the appointments
establish a constitutional com- involved in a "colorable"
inOther Business
the applIcation from previous'" be "revoked".to providing that'· mittee to develop constitutional
cident last year in which he was
Marvin Alster, a night student,
years. The SBA president did not the appointments "be deemed 'reforms
and make recomvindicated. The incident involved
reported on the disparity between
think it necessary to interview temporary."
. ,mendations for changes to the an obscene phone call to a black
tuition paid by night and day
applicants .'for the Faculty ApConsiitutional·
. full assembly. Both proposals
female student that .originated
students. (See story page I). The
pointments Committee.
Amendments
were refered to this committee.
from Hoffman's home. Hoffman
SBA voted in favor of a motion
Carlos Del Valle said that the
Two proposals were discussed'
Proper Conduct oj
was cleared of suspicion and had
to endorse the effort to equalize
Appointments Committee was the and refered to a special committee
SBA Members
not been even an unwilling
the disparity between night and
most choice committee since the for. consideration. One proposal
SBA representative Clarence
participant. Notwithstanding his . day students' tuition no later than
committee is "involved in heavy was for review of the election Norman brought up another . innocence, Hoffman apoligized,
next faIl.·
policy decisions."
Del Valle process. Presently, the con- rather touchy subject. According
as did the true culprits.
.Ross Altman reported on the
defended his position by saying, stitu!ion contains no guidelines to Norman, "The c~edibility of·
Clarence Norman asked CarlQ5 recent activities of the space needs
"as I see it, you have to work for procedures When there is a tie the SBA has been questioned on
DelValle, "The question that I committee. (See story on page n .
your way up the ranks. I thought v~te as happene,d in this yearts another front." After the election
was asked to pose to you is what The committee was disappointed
it was not unfair to appoint Sue first year elections. The con- of a representative for section 14
was the difference between the with the cuts that were made and
Bastress and Ann Condon based stitution also does not provide for SBA Treasurer Joey Hoffma~
two situations .that would have has requested a meeting with the
on their past work with the sanc~ions for violation of the was alleged to have threatened
you ask for a· resignation in one architects. The SBA voted to
SBA."
election rules.
two candidates with repercussions
instance and not the other?"
support a proposal that the Space
SBA Night Vice President, Sam
Th~ second proposal was an
Needs Committee be allowed to
Schaen said "I don't see that we appolDtments procedure reform
meet with the Architects.
have a~y ch~ice but to revoke (the re~o~ution. The .proposal had
Alternative .Busi"8Ss.S~stems
Carlos Del Valle presented a
appointments) if they were ultra onglDally been mtroduced by
.
announces
proposal by president of the
vires ... Where does the process Carlos Del Valle as a response to
GWU Student Association John
come from?" The SBA prC$ident the concerns of students over SBA
Ka~ to print a newsletter that
answered, "This is a procedure I appointments
to .the faculty
would represent the views of the
at
student government on. campus.
Katz feels that the Student
. Parklane ~uilding
Association has. not been getting
POCKETWATCHES
:' adequate
coverage from the
.20251
Street,
Make Great Christmas and Graduation Gifts
Hatchet. Del Valle stated that he
Suite 112
did not favor the proposal. No
vote was taken.
I have a limited selection of antique pocketwatches at disThe
SBA discussed
the
count prices. All watches are between 80 and 120 years old and
We specialize in Manuscript Typing
. possibility of printing a year book
in good running order. Watches priced between $85 and $235.
Studel\t Discou.nt & Rush Service AVailable
for this year's graduating class.
15% discountwithG.W.I.D.
The preliminary cost figures were
887-0771
quoted as $6,000. Each student
(all 342-0202 between 6-9 p.m. M·F
would have to pay $7.00 per
book. Sandra Peaches will be
looking closer at the proposal.
(Continued' from

page 1)
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New courses Added

, . by Prof. Stevenson
At its meeting on Friday,
November 8, the faculty added
two new courses to the curriculum, both of which .will be
taught by Professor Stevenson.
The first course, Regulation of
Securities' Trading, will be a two
hour course that win focus on
issues arising under the Securities'
Exchange Act of 1934. It is intended to be complementary to
the existing Securities Regulation,
which, as taught by Professor
'.Stevenson next spring, will be
devoted exclusively to the regulation of the issuance of new securities under the Securities Act of
1933. Students who are interested
in an in-depth examination of
securities regulation are encouraged' to take both courses,
although either course could be
taken alone.
. The other course adopted by
the faculty, Economic Development Law,will be devoted to an
examination of some of the major
legal and policY questions asso-
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Blues

SBA NOTES'

Gray, buff and white high
quality bond, matching
envelopes

who are' specializing in patent,
trademark or copyright law. In
fact, both members ·of the winning team of last year's national
finals had never even taken an
intellectual property law course
before'
.'.,
-.'. .
..
.'.'..

r~~g~~:i~a~~~:
humor t~at might make us
chuckle will also be posted.
Thanks
.
EV~so often a student will do
so~et~1Og for other studeJ.1ts
which 1ft ~small way makes life
around this place morebearable.
On this occasion, the SBA would

~~~~~o

THE ABILITY GROUP
2025 "1"Street,N.W.
Suite 810
Washington, D.C.

~h'~~l~~/mhd~~:~g~ll
~aqa3~z
tht:~~ia~~;h~;I~~~ngf~~
t e aw sc 00 s wn
SAGA and requestmg new candy
meAn
lit. interested persons should
mac~nes. As a result,.we have a
.,
..
new Ice cream machine and a
~omeMtoad'brief on.entaNtlonemmeebertnatural candy bar machine in the
109
on ay evening .' ov
. fS k
"

~Yd~oo~~~~

~~~~.inro~lminlb;a:s;em;e:~~o;.;t;oc;t;o;n~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
Stockton Hall.
. A copy of the 1981 moot court
problem is posted on the bulletin
board behind the candy machine
on the second floor of .Stockton.
For further information call Jon
Christiansen (979-9156) or Bern
Saxe (892-2200): .'

659·7676

223·0808

.. SERVING WASHINGTON'SSTUDfNT
COMMUNITY SINCE 1978

,EVERYA V AILABLEAID'
FOR THE LAW STUDENT
!--

i

Section, IJBlues

JUDGE (J): Tell me the ra.cts
counselor.
ATTORNEY (A): I am representing P. She promised X she'd
deliver his T. V. set.·
J: Did she have a contract of employment with X?
.
A: I'm'not
sure-it's
a mushy
area. Anyway, on the way over
to X's, P got into an arg~ment
with Y who punched her 10 the
nose.
J: Are you claiming Y committed
an intentional tort?
A: A what?
.J: An intentional tort?
A:Don't ask me about any torts
that don't involve a product or
doctor malfunctioning.
J: What then are you basing this
case on?
A: I think X and Y planned to get

P.

.

J: Oh, are you asserting criminal
conspiracy?
A: Does that have anything to d~
with the legalization of man-.
juana?'
J: Why do you think they were
out "to get" P?
A: Well, they searched her once
she arrived at X's house.

pqefive

.]"~'

ciated with the economic developBy: Thomas Hennrikus .
OiDies, Directed by Professor
In reaching its decision, the
ment of Third World countries.
At its November 7th meeting,
Eric S. Sirulnik, provides for an faculty recognized the excellent
The course will consider these the faculty of the National Law 'in-depth .pra~ti~l exp~r.ienc~ in reputation the G.W: clinical proissues from the point of view of Center voted 21 to I to adopt the representing indigentcivil chents gram enjoys nationally and specithe lawyer involved in particular recommendation
of the Curri-' within the District of Columbia's
fically noted the A.B.A.'s "exceltransactions related to economic culum Committee to change the Superior Court system.
lent" rating given the program
development as well as the point law school's grading policy for
The faculty decision was' a re- during its recent evaluation of the
of view of the policy maker con-. those students enrolled in litiga- flection not only of the unique law school. Professor Sirulnik,
cemed about the impact of inter- tion activities of Law 579, Clini- practical opportunity to learn in a when reached for comment, said
national law. and international
cal :Studies in Urban Law. The courtroom setting, but also of the he was gratified by the decision
economic institutions on 'econo- vote is the culmination of 8 years academic excellence of the pro- and was sure it would add to the
mic development. The course will of development of the program
gram which includes a weekly two already enthusiastic and dedialso be offered during the spring which provides approximately 15 hour clinical seminar. This aspect cated service all clinic students
semester by Professor Stevenson third year students with an opporof the course relies on such ad- -provice their clients. The policy
for two hours credit;
...tunitYto litigate under the Districtvanced
techniqlles u video-taped' will begin with the forthcoming
The curriculum
committee
of Columbia Court of Appeals
role playing and litigation skill Spring semester, January, 1980.
announced at the faculty meeting Student Practice Rule. The course, presentations, and the develop- and will not include an option to
that it has undertaken a compte- which is offered under. the aus- ment of pleading skills.
take the course pass/fail.
hensive study of the corporate
pices of the Community Legal --.......::--..:.--.:....-.:....--------------...,
and international busiaess law
curricula with a view towardra- ,
RESUMES & COVER lETTERS
tionalizing these two areas of :
course offerings. In light of that
- WORD'PROCESSING
SPECIAlundertaking, the two new courses
Suggestion Box'
were approved for only one year
The SBA had earlier this fall inwith the idea that they might be
stalled a suggestion box in the
65<1:to 85<1:Per One-Page Letter
revised or consolidated with existcoffee lounge at the Stockton
(envelope included)
ing courses after the study is combasement. In order to activate use
pleted.·
,
of the box we have decided to post
every question and non-obscene

i~~~l=:
property law area will serve as
judges.
'
The winning -team will represent George Washington University at the regional competition in
Finalists of the regional will compete in the' national finals with
$500.00 going to the winning
team and $300.00 to the runnerup team.,
The competition is open to all
students (who have not yet received their J.D.) and not just those

..

Faculty Approves Grades for Clinic

PrQperty I.Qw MOQtCf)urt_._.~~~:~~ :~~pi.
The Student Intellectual Property Law Association (SIPLA)
will again sponsor the Giles
Sutherland Rich Moot Court
Competition at the National Law
Center, The competition is scheduled to be held' early in February.

,

J:Are you saying that they committed an improper search and
seizure?
.'" "
A:An improper what?
•
J:What were they looking for?
A: I think they wanted a deed to
the property she's heir to.
J: Does she have a future interest?
A: I'm nnn
not sss ... sure.
J: I still donot know what you
are basing your case on.
A: I' just feel P has been treated
unfairly.
J: Are you saying her due process
rights have been violated?
A: Well, our class never really
covered due process.
J: You never covered due process??
A: Well, we did have a series of
overviews about it. '
0

••

J: Counselor, I am dismissing
this case because you did not
bring it in the properjurisdiction.
A: The proper what?
J: Maybe you should have
brought a class action?
A: A what?
J: Oh, forget it.
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AMADEUS, or MOZART, The Wrath of God
Shaffer's play lays out the archetypal "Genius-qua-Artversus
Playwright Peter Shaffer has a Mediocre Society" dilemma, and
penchant for bizarre events and perhaps in the process his Mozart
the remote darknesses of the becomes too precious. Played by
human soul, to wit, THE ROyAL Tim Curry, the Shakespearean
HUNT OF THE SUN (1964), actor of ROCKY HORROR
BLACK COMEDY (1965), and PICTURE SHOW fame, Mozart
EQUUE (1973). His 'latest, makes rude jokes and does not.
AMADEUS (1979), broods over provide for his wife and children.
the mysterious death and equally He never gets it together. ,But the
mystical adult life of everyone's connection
between SaHeri's,
favorite
genius,
Wolfgang
efforts to erase him from the
Amadeus __Mozart. AMADEUS earth and Mozart's own very
opened last Tuesday at theNahuman failings is not developed.
tional Theatre for its first Consequently, the .erass young
American engagement after a genius of Act I becomes the Saint
world premiere at the National Sebastian of Act II.' The jump is a
Theatre of Great Britain.
bit too athletic.
Set in Vienna at the court of the
AMADEUS is a very British
Austrian emperor Joseph II, the play, even though-Shaffer and
play covers the last ten years of director Sir Peter Hall have
Mozart's life, roughly 1781-91, "changed a few things" for
and chronicles the measured and American audienCes; Aetor Ian'
Calculated efforts of Antonio McKellen, a virtual unknown to
Salieri, Joseph's court composer, audiences outside Britain,states
to get rid of Mozart. Ian McKel· that he is "anxious to be under- len renders a commanding perfor- stood, -a problem I know English
mance as the diligent but undis- actors have here. What I'm
tinguished
Salieri-as-musician,
aiming for, I suppose, is a
who sees Mozart's very presence Walter Cronkite accent, clear and
on earth as a breach of faith by deliberate." Nonetheless, McKelGod. Desiring nothing more than len's Salieri is as English as they.
to create, Salieri made a pact with come. Fortunately, he does not
the Almighty at age sixteen-if
speak like Walter Cronkite; Jane
God would speak through him in Seymour is perhaps AMADEUS'
makes the play worth seeing, but
music, Salieri would live in most promising star. As Con- Shaffer's treatment is a bit allechastity, etc. Many years and stance Mozart, she tones down gorical for my tastes. Wolfgang
much fame later, the advent of Tim Curry's antics and displays a Mozart was unquestionably a
the boorish child-man Mozart .' firm command of the subject genius whose musical life marked
destroys thIslUusory contract,
matter, which is not uniformly
the ultimate demise of Baroque
and . AMADEUS
unravels
true of the other actors. Sey- .and the roots of Romanticism.
Salieri's attempts to get even with ..mour's ....·Iatest ..'film credit - is .
He wrote the- first- symphonyr-«
God. He accomplishes this by SOMEWHERE IN' TIME; in·' He wrote the firs~ German opera.
giving Mozart the hatchet,
which she plays opposite Chris- His manuscripts bear no correcsabotaging his performances, .topher Reeve.
tions because the music was comspying on him and his wife
AMADEUS is for the most posed in his head before hewrote
through his cronies the venticelli, part .hlstorically accurate. The it down. His creative life began
and ultimately causing his death.
bizarre nature of the facts alone I when he was four .. But the man
. by Ricbard Owens

was a human being in the last
analysis,
and
somehow
• • •
AMADEUS loses sight of this AMADEUS by Peter Shaffer.
basic 'fact. Salieri's dialogue with Directed by Sir Peter Hall, proGod over Mozart's fate leaves duction designed by John Bury.
Mozart completely out of the Costumes. by John David Ridge.
picture, and yet the dialogue is - Lig~ting. by Beverly ~mmoJlS.
not the real focus of the play. -_. --- , MUSIC -dIrected and~ arranged by
There is some fine acting in Harrison Birtwistle. Sound by
AMADEUS, and none of the
Louis Shapiro.' Starring -Ian
defects in the play are fatal.
McKellen. Tim Curry and Jane
Perhaps in the future .Peter Seymour. Presented by the ShuShaffer will refrain from "Ameribert Organization. At the Nacan" versions.
.
tional Theatre until December 6.

','
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Laser Light· Show Illuminates .Spaceorium
Two light-and-sound
shows
that combine music with a sophisticated laser projection system
will be presented October 23
through March 31 at the National

Air and Space Museum's Albert
Einstein Spacearium.
"Laserium Starship" takes the
viewer on an imaginary Journey
through space, Colorful laser .

projections in a variety of shapes
and sizes engage in a mock space
battle to a sound track featuring
John Williams' theme from "Star
Wars." This show also features

selections from progressive rock ship" and "Laserock I" are availgroups, Synergy and Yes.'
able in advance at the spaceariurn
"Laserium Starship" will be and theater box offices. The
presented Thursday evenings at spacearium box, office is open
7:30, 9:00 and 10:30 p.m., and seven days a week from 10:00
Sunday evenings at 6:00, 7:30
. and a.m, to 5:00 p.m. and again on
9 :00 p.m,
,
show nights until the start of the
"Laserock I" is an audio-vis- last show. Laserium tickets are
ual rock concert that features also available at the theater box
selections by the Doobie Brothers, office from 11:00 a.m, to 4:00
Fleetwood Mac, Earth, Wind and
Fire and other
rock-and-rojj ....p,..m
....d
..
a.i.ly
. ••
.._..,
groups.
"Laserock I" will be shown
Friday nights at 7:30, 9:00 and i
10:30 p.m., and Saturday nights'
at 6:00,7:30,9:00 and 10:30 p.m,
Ticketsfor both laser shows are
$4 for adults, $3 for children
under twelve and senior citizens
A special group rate of $3.S0pe;
person is available for groups of
tenor more.
The creative harnessing of laser
"See us for all your
technology for entertainment was
travel needs"
developed by Ivan Dryer, president of Laser Images, Inc. of Van
.Nuys, Calif. This use of the laser
beam, combined with' popular
s~und track, produces a distincMARVIN
tive form of high-tech art.
- No two laser shows. are alike.
CENTER
T.he projectionist controls the'
659·2968
dials and. switches to create
Images which are projected on the
. do~ed ceiling of the spacearium •
. TIckets for "Laserium Star-
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Matulka's Art· Appears at National "Museum

"Sailors and Boats"

watercolor

ca.'l925

on

paper

"Jan Matulka, 1890-1972" opens at the National Museum of American Art
(formerly the National Collection of Fine Arts), Smithsonian Institution, on
November 21 and continues through February 8. This exhibition of 71 paintings,
drawings, watercolors and prints-the
majority created in the 192Qs and early
1930s-was organized by the Whitney Museum of American Art in association with
the National Museum of American Art.
. Born in Czechoslovakia but brought to the United States at an early age, Matulka
studied at the National Academy of Design and was a major figure in the art world
during the J 920s and 1930s. He was a respected teacher at the Art Students League
and strongly influenced such students as David Smith" Although he lived in New
, York, he also maintained a studio in Paris throughout the 1920s and provided a
- bridge between European and American modernism-as
did a handful of other
, artists, including John Graham, Stuart Davis and Arshile Gorley. Because he experimented with such a wide variety of styles, this exhibition presents an over-view of
the period.
"
"He did not watch himself 'painting like a modern,' but enjoyed the new creative
explorations modern forms allowed him," Dr. Joshua C.Taylor, NMAA Director,
writes in the foreword to the exhibition publication. "A mark of this enjoyment is a:
quiet humor that often underlies his work.This emerges in different ways, conveyed
more often by the forms themselves than by any choice of subject matter; In his'
works from the 1920s, the self-contained phonograph plays its way through a var, iety of upsetting formal circumstances, sometimes in lyrical consonance, sometimes "
as a detached' commentator. A. stuffed owl or a zoomorphic jug takes on unexpected"
animation, and a pleated lampshade crackles and snaps in a jazzy rhythm. Possibly
humor is too strong a word; plastic wit might be a more accurate characterization.
But the wit rarely comes to the fore, as in Stuart Davis, and never obscures a persistent seriousness that can just as readily translate itself in the moody terminology of. "
Giorgio de Chirico's metaphysical solitude."
, '
" "While his art moved consistently toward clarity and monumentality, it ranged ewer. '
wide spectrum of formal and expressive interests," Merry Foresta writes. "When
charted, they present not only a picture of Matulka's accomplishments, but a gauge
of the dynamic conditions of the period between the two world wars. ,
"
, ". ,. The fact that he experimented with a theme or motif, put it aside, and then '
sometimes returned to it years later to develop it into a major painting or series of
paintings and prints often frustrates efforts to date his work exactly. Matulka
developed the artistic possibilities' that appealed to him at the time, using subject
matter that was familiar yet flexible. He concentrated on landscapes and stilllifes
that were made up of things he had known through constant association and embued with the reassurance of intimacy."
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COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFOR,E YOU BUY LAW BOOKS ELSEW~ERE
Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids
Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, Legalines, NutShells, Hornbooks,' Ziontz, etc.

READY CASH FOR'OLD CASEBOOKS
• LERNER LAW BOOK CO. FIRST AND E STREETS, N.W. WASH., D.C. 20001
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, FBI "AgentsCoughtWith Their Pants·Down···
Justice Department, charged that
the defense
requested
vast
amoungs of these files in hopes
that the Department would drop
the casein an effort to maintain
secrecy.
Instead, the defense
lawyers were given top security
clearances and permitted to view
the files. In addition, "sanitized"
or censored versions of some of
the documents were approved for
admission as evidence in court.
While the issue of whether
'national security' is a valid
rationale for invadIng the privacy
of citizens who are associated
with dissident political groups
was not considered in this case, it
is one of great moment for the
United States. This is particularly
true, in light of the' activities of
Squad 47 and other groups such
as the Red Squad maintained by
the Michigan State Police. The
Red Squad was responsible for
maintaining files" later declared
illegal, on so-called 'subversives.'
These subversives were people
who were believed to be active in
Gray's no. 2 man; and Edward S.
Miller,
former
director
of
domestic intelligence. Felt and
Miller were convicted this month
in the U.S. District Court for the
District
of-Columbia
for
authorizing the' break-ins. They:,
are to be sentenced on December

IS.

process
Felt and
The national security issue ,discovery
Miller's attorneys used what the
became less significant when Gray
Justice Department referred to as
claimed before the trial that Felt
and Miller acted without his, "gray mail" tactics to frustrate
authorization. Felt and Miller
the prosecution.' Many of the
based their defense in court on a
documents in the F .B.I. 's files
claim that they had been acting on
that were relevant to the case also
Gray's instructions. Gray's trial
included highly classified inhas been postponed indefinitely.
formation.
John W. Nields,
During 'the 'lengthy pre-trial
prosecuting
attorney
for the

the Civil 'Rights movement and
the Peace movement between
1950 and 1976. Perhaps the best
way to insure that the United
States remains a free nation is to
jealously guard individual rights
and privacy, the:-¥ery-.rights--fOr
which these law enforcement
groups
have
shown
such
capricious disregard.

Unequal Grades :WhichSectionWilLSuffer
by Prof. John Banzh.f
If past experience is any guide,
members of one of the first year
sections are going to be upset and
disappointed when first term
grades are posted.
Time after time students, have
found that the grades in some of
their classes are far lower than for
a corresponding, class in, another
section. Usually by the time they
find out and complain, they are
told it is too late to do' anything
about the problem, but that it will
be studied. Indeed, the problem is
now ,b~ing
s(hdie,d, 'buttt
Pfobably;willdb no good for this
year~s ,,'first Class unless, theY can:
plain'tong . and.1oud'BEFORE
the grades' are actually posted:
Otherwise they top may suffer the
"tyranny gfJhe alphabet."
In 'an earlier' issue" of the
Advocate this term Jeff Carp
described in some detail the
elaborate process the Law Review
goes through to try to equalize
and eliminate the vast disparities
in grading patterns
between'
professors teaching in the first
year so as to provide a semblance
of equality to compete for
positions, on the Review. The
faculty has 'now voted to investigate the selection process for
'Law
Review, but has done
nothing to eliminate the grading
disparities which gave rise to
much of the problem in the first
place. But even if an adequate
adjustment for grading disparities
is • made with regard to competition for the Law Review, this
will not change the effects grading
disparities have on class standing,
competition for various honors,
etc.

HOW,

SERIOUS
IS THE
PROBLEM?
How serious and how important
are these
grading
disparities? Let's look at last
year's grades as just one example.
The averages (means). of firstterm contracts classes ranged
from a high of 79.77 to a low of
72.24. This is particularly serious
when one remembers that each of
the sections contains a large
number of students,and yet the
overall average of one section is
more than seven points greater
.than that of a competing section;
It means that on; the average;
everv student in: one of the first ...
year 'contracts·c1ass~s received' a:
grade: more than,seve!1',jpoints
lower than the grade of students ;
in another.contract class.
Even more disturbing is the
difference in standard deviation, a,
measure of how broadly the
grades are distributed. Here acornparison
shows that one class
had a standard deviation of 2.53,
while another had a standard
deviation of 11.76,' almost five
'times as great. Thus, if grading
patterns
followed a normal
distribution (which, they should),
it would mean that in one class
over two-thirds, of all grades
would fall within three points ()f
the average (with very few high
and low grades), whereas in
another class two-thirds of the
grades would occupy a spread of
almost 25 points!

had' there' been just a few more
students.
In any event, the
average in one of the sections was
79.77. The average in the other
was 72.24. In the second section,
the one with the low average,
most of the grades were bunched
very closely, together so that the
standard deviation was only 4.56.
If one assumes that the' grades
were distributed according to a
normal distribution' (as they
should be), THIS MEANS THAT
9S0J0 OF THE STUDENTS 'IN
THE
SECOND
SECTION
WOULD RECEIVE" GRADES
FALLING
BELOW
THE
AVERAGE OF THE:" FIRST
SECTION. .Remember, the only
majondifference;betweenthe'two
sections was the first letter of the
lasrnames of the students!
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
There are several ways the
problem can be approached. One
would be to persuade or require
the professors to grade in a more
uniform manner. To date this
effort has not been successful,
Although all first year classes are
graded on a "curve," disparities
and inequalities even more serious
than those indicated above can
and do occur. '
A second way to deal with the
problem would be to adopt some
kind .' of grade equalization
(normalizing) which would be
applied to the grades after they
were turned in., This' is essence
was what the Law Review tried to
do. While the results may not be
To see what these figures can .perfect, it is probably fairer to try
mean in a specific case.. consider
to adjust the grades for different
two of the classes in contracts.
professorial grading patterns than
Ironically, they are adjacent to to let the significantdispatities
each other in the alphabetical
affect and perhaps even dominate
distribution, so that a student
the selection for Law Review.
near the end of one section could' Fortunately
it would be a
easily have wound up in the other relatively
simple
computer

operation to apply the same
process to all of the grades, at
least for the purpose of computing class standing, honors, etc.
.Bven the Law Review has expressed the' hope that 'the administration would take over the
chore so as to insure uniformity
and fairness for all.
Other techniques for reducing
or even eliminating the disparities

??

in grades are beyond the scope of
this brief, article, 'but they have
been discussed in earlier issues of
the Advocate. ,At this point it is
perhaps Dot so important to argue
in favor of one method or
another, but rather to ask whether
still another year of "last name
tyranny" is going to be allowed to
continue.

,'To Mock a Mockingbird
by Peter Duncan

Tearfully, I waIkeif' into my
room. Looking in the mirror, I
,;f'orthose of you ~ho~ere not could, see that they both', were
pres~flt "in Professor, Weaver's
right. It was apparent by my reT&Ec!asson Nov. II, and missed flection that I would never make a
his remarks 00 that day, Lthought. night student; My appearance was
I'd summarize them and provide
studded with the ','badges and
my personal response.
indicia of a day stud~rit.:'
Professor Weaver noted a lack
For instance, night students
of participation in his day section carry a briefcase. Day students
and contrasted this with his night, carry a backpack. Night, students
section. Professor Weaver felt' wear London Fog. Day students
these students were "high hur- wear J.C. Penny. Night students
ders," while the day students were work 40 hours a week in an estab"low hurdlers". They were, there- lished job. Day students clerk for '
-fore, "beating the pants off" the , $5.50 an hour, plus tips.
day students.'
I even notice that' during my
Returning home later that day,
one night class, I become more
I had to admit that he was right. I lucid and cogent in my thought.
approached my roommate, B.B.,
My remarks are more incisive
who is in Professor Weaver's
and Iamimbued'with the aura
night section. B.B. was just
a night student, Alas, all too
watching his fourth consecutive
briefly.
M·A*S·H.
"B.B.," says I, "I want to be a
For I must return to the ranks
high hurdler; Can.you teach me of the Day students, Such is my
how to be a night student?"
fate. However, I will be protected
B.B. looked me up and down,
by affirmative action, and perwithout moving his neck. I then
haps someday, I'll be hired by a
noticed he was also finishing his firm, and while I work, I will be
fourth consecutive Michelob.
able to fulfill my dream of some,
"Kid," he said, "you just don't
night being a night student,
have it."
One can always hope.
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approxImately 1300,2nd, 3rd, called in. She stated that for a
~nd 4th year students participated
short time during this fall's OnIn the program. Of that number
C
.65070 were actuall
"
.
'
ampus Interview Program the
views. The On-CamY gIvlen I~ter- listings were not current, bUt'that
.
pus nterview, the matter h db
k
mg program attract d 268
a een ta en care of.
ganizations this
e
or- ,.Ms. Hiner does not expect it to
firms
22 corpyoerart:'207 law . h~ppen again.
,
a Ions
22'"
Ms H"d
h .
government a encies 7 ! , "'.;, '.'
mer ~al t at in the fuattorney offic~ and lO dISt~l~t ·,ture the OffIce would like to
interest groupS ' Fort'
pu, lie phone a large number of area
tions sent two i~tervie~e~rgaD1za- .'" ~rms, tt? ask for, positions for the
The second malor
s:.,
.
Job listings. This phone canvass
cussed was the Clirksh ~~e
d~s- .would reach a large number of'
tee. This service is on Iped t~~"
smal~er firms who do not particiyear students who
°d' ~al patepm the On-Campus Interviewlerkshi
n JU ICI
mg rogram.
c rkships upon graduatio
Of
'M
H'
57 t d
"
n.
,s.
mer agreed that changes
ts
CO.:u:it:: IWhOwent throug~ the cou~d be made in' the Placement

The Placement Committee held
a meeting November 18th in Lynn.
H'mer ,~ 0ffiICC. P resent were
Committee members Lynn Hiner,
Placement Director, Professor
.
Teresa Schwartz, and student
members Grace Venters, Joey
Hoffman, Brent Weingardt, and
Mary,Eno. ,
ThIS meeting was a learning
session for most committee members, as Lynn Hiner explained the
history, present working, and future p lans of th e PIa cement
Office.
The Placement
Office' is
relatively new, having been creat- clerks hi
ast ~ear, 32 received
ed ' . 1968 Th
ffi ,ps.
cons~ts of tlu-eeefJr~s::
0 I~e edThe third major ~rvice "discuss'.
peop e . was th~ Part time, summerand one part time employee..' The I'"
time, fulltime and alumni job
offiIce at,so. hir es temporarIes ~
IStings. The listings in these
needed..
'.
"
'. books come from employer initia~s. Hm~ discussed tl1ree mam ted. contact with the Placement
servtces wThhlChfithe
Offidceoffers. t!J 0hffICC.Ms. Hiner explained that
d
stu ,ents.
e Irst an most ~Sl- t e books are constantly updated,
~Ie IS the On-CaJ:npus InterVlew- and that the Office keeps current
mg Program. ThIS year, 461 out by posting the lis~ings as they are

w:Ct '

Office, The, major new project at
the Office IS the future publica
~io~of a Placement Manual, to b~
available to all students. This
manual wou Id detail
.
etat
serVIces
offered by the Office, as well as
~ontain tips on resume preparation and" other related placement
topics. Ms. Hiner stated that she
expected to have the booklet out
after the start of
t
All present at the r::ti:::;~

Full Swing

possibility that something could
that the manual will be important
be done' during the fall for stufor students, so that they may
more fully utilize what services dents who are not participating in
the fall interview program, such
the Placement Office may offer.
A new service offered by the as a forum on what these students
should be doing to prepare themPlacement Office began' this
week. It is the publication of. 'selves for the coming summer job
rush.
"Placement Update", a newslettThe members of the Committee
er intended to keep students postagreed that learning about the
ed on Placement activities.
actual functions of the Placement
Ms. Hiner also spoke of several
Office was a good place to start
possible panel discussions, especthe job of improving it. The Comiallyone in which different types
mittee'snext step is to learn genof employers could discuss what
erally about law school placement
each looks for in an applicant
by comparing the G.W.U. office
when the employer makes his hirwith other law school placement
ing decision. The Placement
offices; The> Committee also
Office also is looking into the
agreed to contact the National
possibility of a small law firm
Association o/Law Placement in
jobsfair and a non-traditlonallegorder to find outwhat services are
al opportunities [obsfair, On
offered by law", schools' comNovember 20th, there is a consor,parable' with the / National Law
tium sPonsored by the D.C. area
Center."
",,",'
.~
law schools involving government
i In addition;'asurvey
will be
agencieS.: and public interest
published in TlieAdvocate next
groups: About 40 employers ate
semester to poll students on their
already committed to attend this
experience wth"the
Placement
jobsfair. It is to be-held in the
Office and their expectation of
Marvin Center •
"getting a job through Placement.
Ms. Hiner also mentioned the
.:!"'

:;
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.Students Ask Reagan· Not To Cut Eliw
.
by Carlos Del Valle

,
ticular, the George Washington
Law Library was sin~led out: The
an eleventh circuit resolution at members bcmeved that a spirit of
the next National ASsocIation' of cooperation should exisf between
Student
Bar
Association
area legal institutions. It was felt
(NA.SBA)
and
ABA-LSD
that a closed door policy was an
m~tmgs ~.5> be held. A trans-party
elitist-parochial
attitude" inn"atl~~1 i~l!.d9~s~c:nt '~Y • tl~~s"ei; ;,s~tiv~ (oJhC qCedsof student in
t)vQ'.~dpf'.willgIve
''It ldCJett .. 1c$;.:r.endo'wed institutions. It was
potential for success. ,
'
agreed that a open door policy
.Another ,problem dlscu~sed,was. wasprefer~ble". but, should be
t~e ~ractlce. Of, :ertam
law
limited only to other law students
libranesof
restnctmg students
and allowing fora
peak use
fro~ other, law schools from . (finals) exception. A letter to this
shanng ,theIr resources. In pareffect addressed to all the area
I~w school Deans was drafted by
Michael
Halebrian,
from
',Potomac, Law School, and Kim
Bloodworth,
from
George
Washington ..
The last resolution was drafted
by ,Rob Downey ,Chairperson of
Carter would be on stage at nine
the Student AUiaJice at AntiOCh
speech,
sipping
Heinekins,
forty-five to give his concession
Law School. It asked that each
forcing .laughs and in measured
speech. They immediately dis- lawschool'slecturc:s and activities
tones describing the believability
. banded, without acknowledging
be publicized and promoted at the
to the unbellevable.
And, of course, there was the the presence of the others.' They different law schools so that '
had stories to orchestrate; intereveryone cantllcc'advantage
of
media. With their bank of lights,
them. The GW ,SBA'will Serve as
their cameras and their mobile views to arrange, cameras to posia clearinghouse for the purpose.
sound units-searching
for' the tion. They were the conduits to
The last item disCUssed was the
right person to ask the right ques- 'the nation. They first 'brought
tion which would, put the whole .Jimmy Carter to the nation, and- inclination of the members to
election in perspective:" feCd1ng " they were going to deliver, him
petition 'the natonal' officers of
AMerica's ostensibly insatiable
from iJ.
NASBA to make Washington,
D.C. the site of the mid-year
appetite for commentary, and
Jimmy Carter. What did our national conference in the spring.
facts and figures. But the answer
clapping and yelling and waving It was decided that at the next
to the evening, the proper frameof green placards mean to hirr.? WALSA meeting the request will
work within which to perceive
What if you gave an election and be mapped out.
. that election night, was .not to be
n9 one came. The man had to
WALSA was founded last year
found in all the election parahurt deep inside, knowing that at the .initiative of Elliot Laws,
phenalia
the
-networks
somewhere, somehow he had then
SBA
President
of
could muster.
It was to be
failed, himself; his "Why not the Georgetown.
The
current
found on the faces of the people
best?" now a tasteful bit of irony Chairperson is carlos Del Valle,
and in the feeling in that ballon thelips of his critics. His mea- SBA President
at George
room. Of course, the media had
suring yardstick was different Washington Law School. Also
their duty to write the closing
than that of the, nation. To present at this meeting were Kim
chapter on the story they had been
borrow a line from Post colum- Bloodworth,
VP-GW;
Rob
writing all along.
Chairperson-Student
At quarter past nine, six nist Richard Cohen, "Carter did Towney,
not live up to our national Alliance:
Antioch;
Mark
members of the White House
SBA Presidentpress pool were gathered listening .myths." To talk of "malaise," to McKenney,
to a message that one of their col- talk of restraint, to tell the Ameri- Catholic; Dave Welch, SBA
leagues was reading-it had obvi- " can people that they can't always President-George Mason; Darryl
be the greatest is to tell the people Donohue,
ously come down from "on top."
SBA
PresidentTheir laminated press cards were what they do not want to hear. Howard;
Michael Halebian,
Rah-rah Ronnie knew that. He representing
swinging from the chains around
Potomac;
and
their necks; their off-green steno spoke of greatness, and so to him Michad Bashow from Catholic.
pads were readied to jot down the went the victory. Jimmy Carter Absent: Georgetown University
left that stage a defeated man.
words of the message: President
and American University .

The Washington Area' Law
The first resolution lI:~dress~ ack~owledge your concern over
Student Association (WALSA) is .concern shared by all present over an mfiated,bureauc~~C)', ,we also:
an assOCiation comprised of the effects of President-elect feel!hat
the tradit1~~1 ".~ork
student bar representatives from Reagan policies on the continued exper1C;n~e.,oppo~umties~ m the
all th W hi gt
tr
litan availability of federal internships
federal sector will ultImately
e ahs n °Anme opo ,
.summer
and
part-ti~~
result in more experienced,
area Iaw sc 00.ls s an organtza"
.
alifi d
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"t ed
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h
respectfully
request that the
a e d an
" " offered
P romo t'109 oppor t um't'les f or
h
,I m b 0 . wort,,
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experience
for
all
move
t
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a
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law students in the area. WALSA
e resl .ent-e ec regar mg IS
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f k"ll d I
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,
apprehensIon
The letter ap- trammg, 0, s I e
awyers
e
met thiS past week at the ABA
d
:
I
ds"'t
preserved in any future reduction
ea
m
facilities and approved three pro~e unantm~u~'A1Y'
trh h I s in federal expenditures that you
resolutions.
pertinent part.
oug
we
.

-rl._'...,.'.......

.
may authorize. "
The letter will be introduced as

ELECTiON NiGItT ~80
examine the issues, not to make a
choice which was incumbent on
every voter to make. Then something happened; I went to the
Sheraton ballroom election night
and shared with a few thousand
other people the pain and disbelief of an electoral debacle. By,
the time I arrived, the President's
concession speech was .only an
hour away, and people had little
to say about the election-what
could they say.
There was something very
humanizing about being at the
Improve your
Carter "party" that night. There
were people there who' cared;
grades!
people there who cried. And without the soporific commentary of
Send $1.00 for your
network newscasters lind without
306-page, research paper
their four color graphics and
catalog. All academic
statistics, one cou~d perceive the
evening for what It was-~ple
SUbjects.
experiencing defeat. It was Jimmy
Carter pushing his way into the
Collegiate Research
crowd
after his speech, then backP.O. Box 25097H
ing off, then looking around, and
los Angeles, Ca. 90025
then appearing as lonely as any
president could appear in a crowd
of thousands. It was forced smiles
I
from Attorney General Civiletti
I Please rush the catalog,
and Treasury Secretary Miller. It
I Name
-was Bob Strauss putting on his
Addressl
_
show biz enthusiasm one more
I City
. time. And it was Jody Powell and
Pat Cadell talking to a half-empty
I..State
Zip --..JI
press room after the concession
by Bob Schlossberg

I had it all worked out. I was
going to write a ringing diatribe
on the election and the electoral
process-on how the overworked
phrase "the lesser of two evils"
was a convenient excuse not to

COLLEGE'
STUDENTS

~::I;;~~---
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'.pten

Suit.Basedon D.C. Human ,Rights Act
(Continuedfr~mp~e
1)
and slackswouldattempt to dine
at each of the restaurants.' The
fourrestaurants named in the swt
consistantly refused to seiVethe
man unless he wore a jacket. The
other four restaurants did not
always enforce the dress require-

require that The Prime Rib and
Sans Souciremove
the signs
indicating.
that jackets
are
required and POSt a visible
corrective 'sign 'indicating that
they no longer discriminate on the
basis of sex in regard to manner
ofdreS' or personalappearance.
ments.
Nominal damages hi' the sum of·
Eva Booker stressed at the Sl600dollars is to be donated to
press conference that not all dress an organization concerned, with
codes are illegal. A dress code ' problems ofdiscriminatioD~
that is applied equally to all'
In The Washington Post
wquld not,f~1 within the purview
Mario Fazoowner 'of ilGiar~
ofthe,~aw.
According to Ms.. was quoted 'as saying, '4Itis a
Booker, "J\.standard,which
f~vilous la~ suit.' If you' have a
leavl:Smen out.and allows women
high-class ftlItaUnDt, ig.1lCl a lot
in is illegal ..• If-my male friend is of money for decorations .and
turned
away, 'then
I am
paintings and have the best chefs
discriminated against, too."
in Europe, then woUld you have
Three .law student associations
people come in siovenly dressed?'
spoke In favor of the suit. Carlos
Nobody bas to:be'dresstdlike'
a
Del Valle; president of the' king." Fazo is confident that the
Student Bar Association, . stated
judge will throw this
out of
that the SBA was in favor of the- court.
'.
suit. Rhonda Wilson-Rice of the
When asked whether this was
Black American
Student'· truly a major societal problem
Association (BALSA) said" that
that must. be addressed by legal
BALSA
was
opposed
to, action,
Professor
Banzhaf
discrimi ination 10
. any rorm
..
an d . defended the' suit . Accordm' goot
supported the suit, Ellen Ret'ch or. Banzhaf, although no one would
the Law Association J'"or Women
be h,eart-brok en ~. er being.' . refused'
. -(L.A.W.) .,.stated...that, .reqw'n"ng.....a .s
..e....t..a
a ..t a..res.ta.ur.a...t,
n .the acti'on t's
men t~, w~)aek,~
was 1]Q better\l1latant,
overt .discrimination.
than ,requtrm~.. women t'o w'ear', ··Open andover! discn'mm'atl'on
"hoop skirts and white gloves."
encourages covert discrimina-'
The students are seeking an
tion," reasoned, the professor.
injunctionalPlins.t~herestilurants:..
Apparently; this is not the first
to enjoin them from confinubtg to· ;action brought challenging a resrefuse ,to serve men not wearingtaurant
dress code. According to
jackets while serving women, Prof. B~haf..,
'" plaintiff in
,similar~ dressed. The studeptS' Califomia reeeiv'ed '$70,000 in,
bave ~,o" asked the' co~rt
damage~.~ l1:si:Jttilar action}ast

ease'

Law

,.fo

,.d

to

p.rOle'..,
Harvest '.:;,
ct'

<,

.

'c

••

.

,".:?-'.

- .....

,

year."
SCRAP decision which'liberal-','
~other
future bastard to be
Presently, a similar action ized (confused?) the requirements
sued is the National Highway
brought
by attorney"
Joe of standing. Another case ended
Safety Administration. Banzhaf
Josephson is still pending in the in the creation of no smoking , wants to challenge the crashDistrict of Columbia. The legal sections on airplanes.
",
worthiness test foiautomobiles.
issue holding up that case. is
Futurebastards Banzhaf plans'
The dramatic differences between
whether the D.C. City Council to sue' include the Federal'
the ability to survive a 'crash in
had authority
to enact. the. Aviation . Administration,
the
different automobiles encourages
original D.C. Human Righis Act Federal Drug Administration,
relative risk assessment by the
under the old limited home rule and the National Highway Traffic
manufacturers.
.' , ...,
provisions. The action brought by Safety Administration.
'.The' Federal, Drus: Administhe students will avoid this issue
Future legal Activism students:
tratlon is targeted as another
since the City Couneil passed will challenge the FAA policy of
Banzhaf Bastard. The FDA has
the Act again under' clear neglecting to automatically review' ' refused to regulate' the use of
authority from Congress.
."
pilot licenses when a pilot loses'
Butyl Nitrate although the sole
Since the filing of this suit, the' his drivers permit. Some of the
purpose for the chemical seems to
District of Columbia Human pilots involved in air crashes have
be to get people high. MilnufacRights director has formed a 10- lost their license to drive (or
turers claim that the product is
member task force that will dra(t, reaso~ such as drunken driving.
marketed
as' locker
room
suggested guidelines for' use by The SUitwould attempt to require'
deodorant and therefore 'is not
.public and private employers. In tha~ the FAA ,take some steps
subject to regulation by tlie FDA.
the establishment of dress codes, review the pilots ~i~ense upon , The class would' challenge imand personal appearance require- su~pension or revocation' of his: munity of the chemical to' FDA
ments by their workers., The dnvers permit.
regulation." ,
.
guidelines could also apply'" to'
customers of restaurants and
other public accomodations The
guidelines would not be ~an'
"..
'
datory, but would serve to avoid
by Rhoad, a Wilson RIce'
allegations
f diiscnmmauon.
..
,
Radio'station
WHU'R~ I'S th e NLC and BALSA; If you
The D. C . Hum'a n R'rg ht s sponsoring a program entitled would like to make, donations
director.' Anita
B Shelt on, sa)..
'd Project Harvest to benefit the directly to WHUR and Project
"
. "
she
t'ally'conce'
med "over
Iderypeople
I
'
Harvest, donations will,. be ac. is '.espec'
.
.....
··e
of the DistricLof
situatiQns Wh~re,peiSoiuirapPeai~ Columbia for Thankscnv.ing. The cepted on November 25thonF
ance
standar'ds
appe'ar to "b'",.. G. W. chapter of BALSA
&"
:'
.'..
urges all Street ,between 13th andx14th
sexually biased."
,,'
,.
streets, N.W. from 6am Pr f oB
h f" ~" I,ega,I . contribute
students, to
faculty
and staff
to 12noon.
" ,0 ess r , a~za,;
this worthy
cause by
actiVism class is better known as donating canned goods. Goods
Thanksgiving is a special time
Uiei'Sue~the-B~tards""
class. can be left in the outer office of 'of year when all people in, .need
So,me()fthe c1~s.st1}the past ~ave; 301 Bacon Hall up until 5pmShOUId be remembered, but we
g~1Oed a ,modtcum _of,notq!lety;,
November 24 1980
.
',..
should also realize that the elderly,
Oileofthe;proje~tsendedJn
the'
AU donations ,'CoIiect~don,
are in need throughbut,theyear
Supreme, Court, ,lD',the )'at.Dpu~" campus will.be made'on ,behalf o·f. ,Please
and not'
just at Lspeciaktimes.
give."
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Pqeeleven

U~certainfy in.··Environmenfa' Decision Making

by Kea.th Rlnia
.

B'
'
.y acting unilaterally,. the
United
States
temporarily
r~uced
CFC emissions and
slm.ultaneously encouraged other
nati~ns. to implement similar
restrictions.
Such, restrictions
could
. d
' vary In. egree, ranging
from an ou t ng h t prohibition to
labeling . This action h as apparently had some, success. For
example; in March. 1979, Canada
banned
aerosol
."CFCs, In
'
deodorants and hairsprays.'Three
months later both Sweden .and

increases from other nations.
However, since the U.S. I'S the

When environmental problems
cross political boundaries, the
largest consumer of CFCs (apneed arises for consensus among
proximately equal to the entire
the various political bodies to
European Economic Communcontrol the hazard. This, adity), .this country is in a unique
.
position "to influence action'
ditional requirement
further
abroad.
complicates the decisionmaking
The U .S. has t,hree basic
process by adding
another
element of. uncertainty.
This
strategic alternatives, each with
article reviews one such environuncertain reactions by other
bl
nations: a "wait and see"
menta 1 pro em
ozone
depletion caused by chloro-,
strategy, a "no growth" strategy,
bo
d
or a "substantial
emissions
fluorocar, n. wean
~issi?ns'
Norway prohibited the use of
reductions" strategy.
-. ~d examm~ the policy ~~ CFCs as aerosol propellants. By,'
One "wait and see" approach
phcati.onsre~ulti~
from Its m- !he en~ of 1979,the propellant ., would defer any further domestic
teman.onal dtrnens.lon.
','
, tnd.ustri.es in the Federal Republic' , - reg ulati
'
h
d
ationsuntil
the international
PW:I~g t e . mI. 1970 s, the of Germany had reduced aerosol " community concludes a formal
scientific communtty~ began to: CF<:; use by 23.1010compared .to, "multilateral
control agreement.
explore the, ,potential
danger 1975 lev.els and will continue io , This' approach would minimize
resulting from global emissions of make further reductions~ In June
theadvefse' economic 'impact on
over a billion pounds of chloro- 1980, all member countries in the
domestic "industries
vis-a-vis
~uorcarbons (CFCs) each' year European Economic C01J)munity
foreign, concerns. CFC emissions
IDto the atmosphere.' ,CFCs are. agreed· to 'a minimum 30010 would increase both domestically
members of a broad range of reduction in aerosol propellant
an~' internationally and if the
organic chemicals known as uses of CFCs before the end of
ozone depletion theory is correet,
halogenated, hydrocarbons and next year (compared to 1976
the damage could be serious and
are considered the main source of levels).
The
Netherlands
potentially irreversible, depenchlorine in the upper atm.osphere. government requi.r~ further that , ding on how long it takes for the
When released, CFCs tn:tgrat.e to all a~rosols contaml~g CFC-lI or" c?mpletion of, negotiations.
the stratospher~, photodissoclate,
-12 mclude a war~ng s!Btement /
The "no-growth"
strategy
and then chemIcally d~re~e the on the. can. This actl~n has
would restrict U.S. 'production of
ozone,.la~er.
Any Si,ptif"IC~t resulted 10 a 30010decrease 10 C~C / CFCs so that the potential for
reductio~ an the ozone layer WIll aerosol .use and the aerosol Inozone depletion does not increase
allow . mcreased .amounts
of dustry lD the N;therlands has
and would hopefully encourage
damaglng ultraViolet
(DUV) offered voluntanly
to reduce
other' nations to take similar'
radiation to reach the earth's aerosol CFC use by 50010.
steps. While this option will
sur~ace. In a recent report, the
The
reductions
in CFC
penalize
American
industry
National Academy, of Sciences emissions resulting from the
without significantly ameliorating
(NAS) concluded that if CFC . above actions will shortly be
the immediate problem, U.S.
releaseswere to continue at 1977 overcome by the rapid growth in
actions will clearly demonstrate
levels, the eventuaf depletion"ofnon"aerosolCFCUse;"
In'- the-"" this country's-concem;'Still,
in
stratospheric ozone will, be 16 absence of additional controls,
the absence ofintemational
percent, while a 7,per~nt annuaL\Yc>.rld CFC' emissions could
controls, the risk will persist.
growth in CFC emissions over the conceivably grow from 1.5 billion
The "substantial
emissions
next decade will most likely pound in 1980 to 4.5 billion,: reduction"
strategy
will
deplete the ozone supply by over pounds by 1990. Although precise
unilaterally. reduce U.S. CFC
30 percent.
'
growth estimates are difficult to
emissions at a great cost to our
NAS scientists prediCt an make, it is clear th~t CFC use will
country. This decision may enaverage 16010ozone depletion will continue to grow at some noncourage other countries to act
increase DUV radiation by 44010 trivial rate if no additional
more quickly than the other
at mid-latitudes, resulting in sig- control actions are initiated. In
options, but unless they did so,
nificant adverse health and en- light of new scientific evidence
our
contribution
will
be
vironmental
effects.
Several and the significant growth of nonnegligible. On the other hand,
thousand more cases of malignant aerosol
emissions,
EPA is
other nations might feel that U.S.
melanoma and several hundred evaluating the need to regulate
reductions will allow them more
thousand additional cases of non- .non-aerosol CFCs. In addition to
time before implementing their
melanoma skin cancer could the uncertainty associated with
own controls.
OCcurannually in theV.S. alone. the ozone -depletion theory, the
Each option has arguable
Furthermore
additional DUV relative risks of substitutes for
merits for implementation.
A
r~diation wili affect certain plant CFCs in va~ous applications, and
:'~~it~and-see"
st~ategy" is
Yields (especially sugar beets, the economIC burden of regu~amltlall~, leas~ costly, a
notomatoes, com) harm the larval tion, the Agency must deal With
growth.
pollcy may belpost'
and/or juvenile' forms of several uncertainties in the international
effective.: in both drawing,atimportant seafood species, and arena.
. ' . ' - tention, to' th~ problem and ena~fect the global temperature
International cooperati0.n IS a
~urag1D~ acti~n. abroad; a?d ,~
slightly. A 30 percent ozone crucial element fo~ controlling the
sUbtantlal~m1Sslons reduction
reduction would increase DUV ozone
depletion
hazard.
,approach Will do the most to.
radiation by 100 percent and Regardless of where they are
·reduce the long term risk of
further aggravate the above released, CFCs migrate into the
domestic
CFC
emissions.
health and environmental effects.
upper atmosphere and pose a ris~
However, the success of each
Based on evidence available in for everyone. Even though this
alternative
depends ,on the
1978,
the
Environmental
country uses approximately a
reaction. by the international
Protection Agency (EPA) the third of all global CFCs, U.S.
commumty.
Consumer
Product
S~fety action alone will be ineffec~ve to . Si!1~ U.S .. a~ions will. have a
Commission, and the Food and protect the ozone layer ~Ithout
negllgl~le p~sltive effect If other
Drug Administration
jointly worldwide support. A. u':111ateral countr.les fail to resp~nd to the
banned the non-essential use of reduction of CFC emissions by
potential ozone depletion hazard,
CFCs as aerosol propellants (43 the U.S. would .only be. o~fset
it is crucial to .. understand
FR 11301).
eventually by continued emissions ,thoroughly the pohCles of and
probable
reactions
by other
nations. Without these insights,
there is a greater probability that
domestic policies will impose
. LEGAL TYPING'
needless' costs and hardships on
TRANSCRIPTION
American society.
REPETITIVE LETTERS
Based On the CFC aerosol
'DOCUMENTS
experience, it is anticipated that
unless the U.S. displays its
Mag card/correcting selectriC, Harvard/Blue b~ok style. Deadseriousness
by implementing
lines met. Inexpensive rates. Large & Small proJects,
controls, few, if any, nations will
Call Cindy potter 379·7111
address the problem. Acting as a
defacto leader, in environmental

movements, the U.S. has influenced
the'
international
community to begin controlling'
aerosolCFC emissions.
'
To ..illustrate, only aft{!;' the.
U.S.' banned CFCs as aerosol'
propellants' did any oilier nations
initiate their own' restrictions. A
fewnati<,>Ds, responded almost
,immediately,' Other .nations,such
as the United Kingdom and
Japan, were morereluctant. The
United Kingdom, which has low
skin ~nce{'and"
sUD .exposure
rates, places less emphasis on the
problem. ;\~It~rna.tiyety,' 'Japan
rarelytakesthe
lead in internatiorl;alactio~s~hich actagainst it~
ecollom~c ,~nterests. "However,
when faced. with ,a world'movement' '~(j:':~lltroL aerosolCFC
emissions, ,belli ..tlt~e countries
have coOperated.
'

U.S. aerosol ban and recommendations from, NA.S suggesting
controls. U.S. actions provided
these nations with an additional
justificatioll for reducing CFC
emissions.
'
This' country can expect that a
"wait-and-see"
strategy will"
probably impede a timelyinternational response, leaving only two
'options:
"no
growth'·. and'
"significant
emissions " reduclions."
. The" "sig'n:jficailt
emlssiona-reductions"
plan will"
be' very Costly "and probably
politically UnaCceptable'withou!
guaranteed reductions fro in' oilier"
countries. ; Thusv'" until .in-:
ternational action, is, assufbf; the
middle course;,' "no-growth,;'
seems most prudent. ",'
"

Based on the present perception '
fo the anticipated response by the
. The rationale for 'regulation by intematonal
community, EPA
other nations also' displays the under Section No. 157 of the
impact of the U.S. aerosol CFC Clean Air Act, as amended in
ban. Several countries, such as 1977, 42 U.S.C. 18S7, should
Canada and Norway, cited in implement
a "no
growth
their supporting staten-ient the ' 'strategy"~

,Selection Committee
Seeks Comments
'

,

~

by WlUlamH.

ScM.dt

The faculty', special committee
to·eva.Itiale the Law Reviewselection process is soliciting comments from 'the
law school
community.
The committee,
formed in response to inquiries
made at the October 3rd faculty
meeting, includes Prof. Chandler,
Prof. Cibinic.~ Prof. Schechter,
Prof. SeidelsoIl, and Prof. Weston. Law' Review members include Jeff Carp, Bruce Holcomb,
and Phylis Thompson. Danil Arnold and Kay Bushman were
appointed by the SBA to represent the general student population.
'
The committee has formed four
.subcommittees to prepare, seperate reports. One subcommittee
will be looking int(j the techniques
of dealiing with grade disparity between the 'Sections. The Law Review 'presently uses a computerized statistical technique to
"normalize" the 'grades between
the sections in order to make their
selection decision. The Journal of
InternatiOilal Law and Economics
uses the same program.
Another subcominittee will be
looking into the criteria forselection, i.e., grades versus a writing
competition. The Law Review
presently combines scores on a
writing requirement with course
grades to arrive at a raw score by
which students are selected to be
on Law Review. The writing
requirement is weighted 25010and
grades are, weighted 75010. The
,Jou~nal
~eights the', writing
requirement 4001.' and grades
60010.
A third committee will be looking ,into the special problems of
night students in being considered
for membership on the Review. A
fourth committee will be considering .the process of selection

of members of the editorial
:board.
The creation of the fourth
subcommittee has caused Some
dismay among Law Review staff.
. Editor-in -Chief Mark ,Stilwell
. stated that he tho:ught that the
faculty had not voted to address
the problem of selection of the .
editorial board. Stilwell feelhlUat
the committee may be infringing
on 'editorial autonomy by addressing this issue.
Committee and Law Review
editor Bruce Holcomb expressed
similar sentiments.
Holcomb
said, "We don't think that this is
within the purview of this ,:
committee. As we understood' it .
from the' faculty meeting, they .
were going to look at the selection
process. Review of editorial selec-'
tions goes beyond that task.
It

Professor Cibinic does not feel
that the Committee work is an '
unnecessary intrusion into auton- j
omy of the Law Review. According to Prof. Cibinic, "In the first ..
place, ,there is hardly anybody:'
who really has autonomy . . . In .
the second place, if the faculty is
charged with the primary responsibility for academic programs
and if it can't do a review of (Law
Review), we are in pretty bad
shape~"
Another particularly irksome
problem that the committee will
attempt to grapple with is grade
disparity between the sections.
The issue in this instance is
twofold. First, there is the issue of
whether you should use a complicated statistical method to normalize grades. Second,there is, the
issue of what particqlar statistical
technique is the "most valid"
means of normalizing grades.
The committee hopes to gather
information and make recommendations to the full faculty in
time to affect the selection process for neXtyear.
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Law Students in Court
Program Open for. Spring·

The D.C. Law Students in during.his job interviews. Gordon'
any attorney who worked that
Court program will for the first also got experience beyond his hard on a case in my behalf. Even
time have .openings in its clinical first jury trial, which hewon, as a though I didn't get my freedom, I
program for the spring semester, result of his participation in the still learned a whole lot about law
it' was announced by Jack clinic. When attorney Kenneth
here fu the District of Columbia
Scheuermann, the director of the . Michael Robinson sought assis- ... I belieVe:you will make a very
program. The slots will be tance in preparing for the AD- good attorney."
available to both day and evening 'SCAM trial of Congressman
Although the primary emphasis
students at the . National Law John Jenrette of South Caroltna
at Law Students' in' Court is the
-,Center who would like to take the' fIan tile dIat: supervisors, they
representation of clients, there are
clinic for two semesters.
recommended Gordon. He Was also classes. 'After the initial
In .the past the clinic has ad- closely involved in the case and
orientation
sessions,
students
by Steve Pontel
mitted new students only at' the was able to. sit ..at counsel table
meet' with the supervising atThey said it couldn't be done; yet a team of lawstudents,formed
start of .the summer and fan se- and participate in bench confertorneys in one seminar per week
this year ,eoasted to the GWU Football Intramural Championship.
mesters. Students participating in eJfCesat the Congressman's trial
for supplemental instruction and
The TwO Steppers, skippered by Tom Lassiter and Dan Lyons,
the clinic represent clients in civil in. District Court. Unfortunately ,exercises
designed to help develop
finished the season with a 9-1 record. Equipped with a formidable
or' criminal matters inthe D.C.' he had to leave for his position as
skilIs in. trial advocacy. The goal
offense and an unrelenting defense that permitted only one team to
Superior-Court for two semesters an AssistintDistrict
Attorney in'
of the . program is to provide
break into their end zone, the Two Steppers left a trail of conquered
and receive four hours of Philadelphia before completion
students with sufficient subgraduate and undergraduate teams shaking their heads.
pass/fail credit for each semester. ofthe trial<
stantive- and practical skills· to
The Two Steppers were forced to play three play-off games on the
The clinic is open to any
Another
G. W. graduate," enable. them to represent clients
weekend of the 1Sth in order to capture the title. Winning all three
student who has completed 51 Dennis Sweet, now with the
confidently
and competently
was a total team effort. The weekend was filled with stupendous
semester hours and has taken District's Public Defender Ser- upon
graduation"
from law
sacks, crafty catches, accurate field goals, and punctually perfect
eyi~ence, criminal p~cedure and vice, said that his experience with
school.
"
passes.
Clvd procedure. Evemng students the program was most helpful in
.The number of supervising
The team now takes their act to the University of Maryland for
~ndst.udents who work .can enroll his new position. This comment
attorneys in the program' has
the onset of the extra-murals. Sixteen colleges will be represented in
lft.herr schedules pernut them to was echoed by Ken DeLuca, who
recetnly increased from five to
a single elimination tournament spanning two days. George Mason
bean court when necessary.Mostjswith
the criminal defense'
seven. significantly bnprovingthe
University will be the first to face the Two Steppers, and they better
students need to be in court an division of the New York Legal ratio or supervisors to students.
watcbout because it looks like a law school dynasty is in the
average of one day per week..
. Aid after graduati()n from the' .Richard Carter, a recent G. W.
making."
Students are assigned cases National Law Center last May.
graduate, has jolned the program
early in the-program
after DeLuca stated that he found that 'as
a supervisor with the civil
eompleting a thorough orienta- noneoftheothernewattorneysat,division.
Robert Morin; a litigation program designed to prepare 'the Legal Aid program)1ad
.' tion attorney with the' firm of
and seems to have a fairly closed
(Continued from page 1)
- them for the issues and problems participated in programs which
Furey " Doolan and AbeD with
mind."
which they can expect in their • prepared ..them .so well fortri8Iseveral
years "of experience ip
Reportedly ~ Prof. Nash has
problems the law school facil~ty is
cases. Upon receiving a case. practice.
..
. .
criminal trialwork,hasjoined
as
asked Dean Barron to request that
facing;"".',
'
student
counsel
has
fuU
.: .. '
, ;.> i'.
.., .. a criminal supervising attorney.
the Space Needs Committee be
Prof. Nash echoed Altman:
responsibility for preparation and . Student~oUDsellnt~e .pr~gram ,~Thepi'ogram
operates from .
allowed to meet with the ar"We were given no information
trial, but supervisingattorneYSalsoexperle~ce
w~at itIs Iike tc . offices presently located near the
before going into theMeeting and .:chitects, When the Dean was
review the work and' provide represent chents 10 cases where . District of Columbia Courthouse
'were not prepared for this. Every- asked whether he thought that the
advice.
the stakes ~ay be loss of a home, at SuiteSOO. ~3S FStreet,N.W.
law school was beingadequately
body is disappointed. It doesn't
Many graduates
from the or ~r one s freedom. Program
Students
from.
American.
make sense to spend $14 million , consulted, he replied: "Yes, I do.
National Law Center have had partlcipantsha~e
found tha; by Catbalas" Georgetown
and
We have been consulted at every
and not ".include a large reading
their initial trial experience with concern Jor client welfare and Howard law schools also partiesignificant
step. But we can't
room and classroom. As we sit
the program. 8tudentshavefound
hardworktheyc;:an
make up for
ipate in the clinic. However, there
build the building ourselves."
ence
right
now,
we've
been
told
that
we
that participation intheclinic,
any lack of exper:t
•.
. are, morestud~tsJrom
George
The Dean expressed concern
gives them a taste of actual trial
WilliamNooter,acurrent
Washington than from any other .' need some cuts to fit the budget.
practice, prepares them for litiga-participant
in:theprogram
from:':school.
.
. -.i"
' ' Thequeslion iswhat to cut, that's over the feeling of disappointrealiy what we are going to fight ment over "the initial presentation
tion work upon graduation,and
the NationalLawCenter, recently, . Studentsinterestedinparticipaabout"
,"
of the plans; He is confident that
helps with bar review and jobreceiVed,a
letter.of appreciationtion
.in the clinic, can pick up
the allocated $14 million is sufficNash, however,expresseda
hunting.
from a client even though he waS, applications and additional inRobert Gordon, who graduated .' unsuccessful in' the habeas COlpUS '. forniiltion from. Ms;Free .in •the . hopeful note: "It may not be as ient to satisfy, if not all, most of
bad as it sounds. They said they our identified space needs. Given
last' May from the National Law matter before the· Court. The dean's ()ffice.
...',
would go back and look at the the economic reality; andincreasCenter, found that his partie- client. ,a veteran of the criminal
The program will also be ofmain reading,rooin
and large ing inflationary pressure on the
ipation in the clinic was the justieesystem; commented: "This fered starting in both the summer
classroQm.problem and see what loan market, he feels it is ims~bJect most often discussed wasthefusttime
thatThave)la4
and fall semesters as usual.
they could come up with, as this portant to move on the project.
stage it is all schematic plans and He feels it is better to deal connothing has been settled yet."
. structively with hard' choices
. When' asked about the Plan-. rather than sap our morale with
disappointment.
ner's presentation Dean Barron
said: the University has a figure
of $14 million to work with. This
Personally,
I share
the
is up from the original figure of disappointment of the members
$S million and I think this is tre- of the Space Needs Committee
mendol,1ssupport considering the over the plans presented;' Last
financial plight of the University.
spring the SBA published an
It means were are going to have to article warning that the end result
make hard choices, regarding
of this project might be a $10
classrooms, sizes· of faculty and
million band aid. I do not know
student lounges, space for .offices,
whether this is a pr-ophecy.come
stacks and reading space and the
true, but I'm disturbed that two
kind of moot court we want. But
of the major· priorities identified
we ean't have it all."
.
in the Space Needs Report have
Several of the members of the
initially been eliminated. It als9
Space Needs Committee express~ seems that space for student
ed their concern over the fact that
activities has become the last item
the University Planners have not.. in the new plans, while faculty
permitted the members of the
office space is 'being augmented.
Committee to meet with the' Realizing, however, that this is
architects. In this regard, Bruce
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This Guy Needs Y~ur Help!
Write For The Advocate

